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Grant Davis - Chairman

Boris delays D-Day.
As you can see from the front

page, the decision that could have

serious ramifications for every taxi

driver in the Capital has still yet to

be decided.

Will Boris choose the 15 years

which has been the Trades choice,

or will he listen to his “ green lobby

” and go for 10 years?

I can only repeat what I wrote in

last months Badge that I really feel

that if he goes for 10 years, this

would almost certainly be the

beginning of the end of the

Licensed Taxi Trade in London as

we know it.

P.H. Consultation
As most of you already know the

Private Hire Consultation is well

under way within the trade. The

Club is currently in the process of

putting together our response to the

document. However, any of you

drivers out there reading this feel

that you would like to contribute to

the process then please do so by

going to the Clubs website and

downloading a copy of the 

consultation document. This is your

chance to get involved in deciding

the future of your trade.

Rickshaws On The Menu
This week, myself and member Mr

Tony Cook, attended a meeting

with our

Parliamentary Agents, Dyson Bell.

I am glad to say that the meeting

went very well and they will be act-

ing for us in the forthcoming

months when the Club will be

opposing the Bill from W.C.C pro-

posing the ( voluntarily ) licensing

of rickshaws.

New Taxi Launch
Last week I attended the launch of

the new Tx4 from the renamed

London Taxi Company (formerly

LTI) with just 2 taxis to choose

from, the Style, and the Elegance, it

seems that  LTC  really do mean

business as the new top of the

range with all the extras now 

comes in at just £32,324.38. We at

the LCDC wish them all the very

best for the future.

And Finally…….
I would just like to say how much I

enjoyed the Wartime Secrets show

on Discovery Channel on Sunday

presented by friend, and fellow cab-

bie Harry Harris. It was excellent

and it was nice to see the cab

trade portrayed  in such a good

light, and hopefully we

will be seeing more of Harry in the

future, well done Harry.

Editorial
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Helen Chapman

- Deputy Director

IN DECEMBER 2009 London

Taxi & Private Hire undertook a

Taxi Fares and Regulations con-

sultation where one of the pro-

posals was to explore the cur-

rent arrangements in place for

taxi driver identification. 

A number of responses were

received regarding this proposal

and many of the suggestions

requested the introduction of

green and yellow badge identi-

fiers to be displayed in the front

and rear windscreens of taxis.

We therefore made the decision

to introduce these identifiers in

response to requests from the

taxi trade.

We are currently working on the

detailed design of the badges

and the best method of introduc-

ing these. We anticipate that they

will be operational from April

2011. The distinguishing features

on the identifiers are still being

finalised however each badge is

likely to display the badge num-

ber and, for suburban drivers, an

indication of the area in which

they are licensed to ply for hire.

They will be linked to drivers and

will be easy to affix into taxis.

Another important feature is that

these will be easily transferrable

between vehicles.

The intention of this new

scheme is to deter illegal plying

for hire outside of the licensed

area and it is expected to be

largely self enforcing for this rea-

son. It will also make it easier for

TfL’s compliance teams to carry

out their normal duties. 

When we issue the identifiers to

drivers they will be accompanied

by TfL guidance which will make

it clear that there are many cir-

cumstances when suburban driv-

ers are allowed to be outside of

their licensed area. For the new

scheme to be successful it will

be very important that all taxi

drivers acknowledge this and

that there are no incidents on

street which could cause distress

to other drivers or reputational

damage to the taxi trade.  

We will provide further updates

on this scheme, such as the plan

to rollout the initial stock of

identifiers, nearer the time and

we welcome the continued 

feedback from the trade once 

the badges have been fully 

introduced.
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Update on Badge Identifiers

Forty suburban

drivers stopped

by C.O.L police

over weekend blitz
INFORMATION gleaned by the

London Cab Driver’s Club has

highlighted the need for

identifiers to be brought in to

the cab trade. Recently over the

course of a weekend, there was

a badge and bill check at

various points within the square

mile.
The results were that over forty

suburban drivers were found to be

plying for hire and also some with

passengers on board

One of the taxi’s stopped had picked

up a fare from Victoria Station and

was going to Fleet Street. The route

taken was Park Lane, Oxford Street,

Holborn, Farringdon Road.

This really illustrates the damage to

the credibility and reputation of the

London Taxi Trade by allowing 

suburban drivers to opperate within

The Capital unchecked.
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Walker on the march....

Micky Walker

- LCDC Member

THERE ARE a lot of things in the

PH Consultation document but I

expect this will be dealt with else-

where in this issue. What I do

want to touch on is a broad

overview. It is clear that TFL are

not looking to ban satellite offices,

that they view taxi and PH as a

single supply to the private trans-

portation market and that they

recognise touting as a big prob-

lem from the aspect of passenger

safety but also as unfair competi-

tion to the taxi and PH trades.

They also identify that the value

placed on a PH licence is less

than it ought to be.

Is it not time that we considered

thinking along the same terms to a

degree. Both trades serve the

London market for private transporta-

tion. In this sense it could be argued

that 25,000 taxi drivers and 60,000

PH drivers make up the total supply

to the private transportation market.

Back in the 60s the way we are

licensed allowed the entry and

growth of the PH trade. Many believe

the old chestnut about taxi drivers

not being prepared to go to the sub-

urbs and “refusals” being responsible

for the growth of PH i.e. we gave the

work away. This is patently not true.

The 1950s and 60s were a time of

unprecedented economic growth that

increased the affluence of the man in

the street. Average working class

people went from only using cabs for

special occasions, getting to train

stations at holiday times and emer-

gencies, to wanting to use them on a

regular basis for just getting to and

fro.

Ours was a rapidly expanding mar-

ket. So much so that if the taxi fleet

had been allowed to double in size in

the ten years after 1955, individual

cabbies would probably have been

no worse off and we would never

have heard of the word “minicab”.

However, not only in London but

also across the country, taxi licensing

was so restrictive that supply could

not be expanded to meet this huge

increase in demand. Elsewhere it

was licence limitation but in London

it was the requirements of The

Knowledge (KOL). Even though at

that time the KOL could usually be

completed in about 12 months it was

still sufficient to stifle growth and too

rigid for supply of drivers to react to

the market conditions.

I feel that we are currently facing a

similar situation. In five years, PH

drivers’ licences have increased from

33,000 to 60,000. During the same

time the number of taxi driver licens-

es have remained static or reduced,

year on year. When PH drivers

became licensed we had a com-

bined supply of around 58,000 driv-

ers of which taxi drivers represented

roughly a third of all drivers. In five

years the combined supply of drivers

has grown by two thirds. Let’s not kid

ourselves. The reason for this growth

is because the demand for them

existed. However, we taxi drivers

now only make less than 25% of the

industry.

We are being marginalised by not

expanding our trade. There is some

joined up thinking required here. For

a start, it does not need to take three

years to reach an adequate standard

of knowledge to drive a taxi.

Everybody can think of reasons why

“it should” take longer than 20, 30 or

40 years ago but London has not

grown sufficiently in the last 50 years

to make an argument that it now

takes a KOL student 3 to 4 times

longer to complete the KOL using a

moped than it did 50 years ago on a

push-bike.

I am not talking of silly “no quickie

knowledge” propaganda. I am talking

about the administration of the KOL.

There is no reason why an “appear-

ance” cannot be undertaken in a

“normal” examination format. Under

such conditions, instead of one

examiner testing five students with a

ten minute examination, two examin-

ers could oversee 50 students sitting

a one hour examination. More test-

ing of students’ knowledge but less

time taken to do the testing.

Sure there are risks to existing cab-

men with such a system because

our trade may grow fairly rapidly or

there would be no point in making

such changes. If we keep the KOL

system as it is though, the danger to

our trade is even more acute.

Without change, we won’t be a trade

in 25 years time because PH will

continue to grow while we suffer the

natural shrinkage of ill health and

age, while not replacing it with new

drivers. The average age of a taxi

driver is 50 – odd. In 20 years, a

majority of the existing drivers will

have retired and at the moment we

are not replacing them.

There has to be a trade-off though.

If we are prepared to go along with

making entry to taxi driving more

attractive by reducing the time taken

to gain the KOL, rather than reducing

the qualification itself, there has to be

the will in TFL to make obtaining a

PH licence harder to attain. It does

not have to be like for like because 2

taxi drivers would easily replace the

supply of 3 PH drivers due to our

more efficient working practises.

TFL are concerned about PH

licenses needing to be upgraded in

quality and respect of the holders for

the licence. What better way than

linking any new licenses to the KOL.

Reduce the licence period to two

years. In that time a licencee would

be expected to sign on for the KOL

and have at least one map test or no

renewal. After the first renewal, a

licensee would have to have made a

minimum number of attendances for

KOL examination within the two -

year period of the licence. Failure to

comply would disqualify an applicant

until the KOL requirements had been

met and verified. The cost of the

KOL requirement should be added to

the cost of a PH driver licence.

Also, there would have to be a real

and effective crackdown on touting

by both out and out touts and

licensed PH driver and CBJ touting.

TFL recognise that touts represent

unfair competition to us so if we

engage with them on increasing the

number of taxis on the street, the

quid pro quo must be for them to

defend our business much more rig-

orously.

This raises another problem.

Touting is most rife during the very

late hours and it gets progressively

worse as the week drifts towards

Saturday night. If we want the touts

off the street then we are obliged to

replace them. How would this come

about. I think it would have to be a

carrot and stick approach. Tariff 3

has shown that improving the return

for unsociable hours working will

entice drivers onto the street at night.

To this end we would need an

increased tariff specifically for Friday

and Saturday nights, between say,

midnight and 5.00am. That’s the car-

rot so now for the stick. 

It should be technologically possible

to use the Congestion Charging area

and technology to identify when taxis

are in the area. Perhaps it should be

a condition of licensing a taxi that

that on at least two nights per month

(Fridays and/or Saturdays) that it has

to enter the congestion zone at least

once between the hours of 2.00 –

5.00 am. Failure to comply would be

punishable by fines. If driver and /or

owners did not want to be driving at

this time, then it would be possible to

rent the cab to a driver that would.

This would perhaps present opportu-

nities to guys, such as the semi-

retired, to get hold of a cab for an

odd night’s work and maybe even

get it rent-free. It would not force any

driver absolutely to work at a night

he/she did not wish to work.

These are hard choices to make.

The proposals I have made could

make things harder for existing driv-

ers. However, they would also

make our trade stronger as a trade

in the future. In a perfect world I

would not be championing such a

cause.

The alternative will be worse

though. The PH trade will continue to

grow in size and continue to make

inroads into our exclusive territory,

aided and abetted by the PCO, TFL,

police, Uncle Tom Cobbly and all. So

long as we only complain about touts

and PH we will be seen as “vested

interests” trying to protect our own

businesses at the expense of the

public and not seriously listened to. If

we are seen to be pro-active, looking

for solutions to supply problems,

being inclusive and working with the

authorities, then maybe we may get

listened to.

One thing is for sure. The methods

we have been using to date to curb

the PH industry have failed abjectly

and miserably, as we have watched

the PH trade grow from zilch to two

and a half times the size of us.

Without change, we will be nothing

more than a tourist attraction in our

own lifetimes. To avoid that we need

radical change and most of that

change must come from us.

The views contained in the above article are not necessarily those of the LCDC management committee



The London Taxi
Company launches
exciting new website IT HAS come to our 

attention that in recent

issues of Call Sign

Magazine, allegations have

been made about articles

printed in the Badge.

We would like to put on record that both the

Badge newspaper and the London Cab

Drivers’ Club stand by the accuracy of the 

content of the articles printed in relation to

Dial-a-Cab requiring a Private Hire Operator’s

Licence.

In addition, we strongly object to the personal

attacks and unfounded allegations made in this

publication over the past four months, and

have now sought legal advice over the 

damaging accusations made after our articles

were published. 

We sincerely hope that the editorial board of

this magazine will properly consider its 

responsibilities, both to the cab trade and to its

readers, before any further issues are 

published.

- Grant Davis, Darryl Cox, Alan McGrady,

Danny Sullivan, Tony McGrady, Tony Lawyer

Mark Davis.
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ROYAL TAXIS - PRICE REDUCTIONS

FAIRWAY DRIVER TX1

Standard Service: £38

Major Service: £78

Includes air / Oil 

Fuel Filter

TXIIStandard Service £75
Includes oil / air filterMajor service £105Includes fuel / OilAir filter

297/307 Southwark Park Road, London, SE16 2JN

Tel: 0207 252 3422

Ask about our WEEKLY SAVER SCHEME
Helping you to cut down those large bills by putting a little away each week!

LTI PARTS USED

10% DISCOUNT
for LCDC Members

Overhauls / Running Repairs

Great Reputation / Good Pass Rates

Tyres / Evergency Calls

TX4 SERVICE 

(59 ONWARDS)

12K £85

24K £85

36K £188

48K £85

60K £85

72K £188 (B.B.C Excl)

84K£370 (All 4 belts)

96K £85.00 (B.B.C Excl)

ALL SERVICES 

INCLUDE 

AIR / OIL

FUEL FILTERS

Rear Brake ShoesFrom £53

TX4 SERVICE 

(UP TO 09)

10K £85

20K £105.00

30K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

40K £178.90 (Gear box serv kit incl)

50K £85.00

60K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

70K £370.00

80K £178.90 (Gear box serv kit incl)

90K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

100K £101.00

ALL SERVICES INCLUDE

OIL/FUEL/AIR/FILTERS

PEOPLE ALL over the world can now find

out more about The London Taxi

Company by surfing the net. A new dedi-

cated site has been launched at www.lon-

don-taxis.com which tells everyone all

they need to know about the famous

London Taxi.
The London Taxi Company is the international

sales brand for LTI Vehicles, the British manu-

facturer of the iconic and purpose-built London

Taxi and the company is promoting not only the

London Taxi but also the best taxi service in

the world.

“This new website shows drivers and opera-

tors how they can operate The London Taxi

Service wherever they want in the world,” said

Matthew Cheyne, International Market

Development Director. “We are proving in so

many markets around the world there is a

demand for our taxi together with the great

service; just like you get in the UK. Many oper-

ators have increased their profits already by

operating The London Taxi Service which we

help them to launch.”

The London Taxi Company website gives

information about the taxi as well as The

London Taxi Service and benefits for passen-

gers, drivers and operators. It even allows peo-

ple to enquire about The London Taxi Service

franchise and how they can benefit or apply to

join.

“We will be using The London Taxi Company

website to connect to our growing list of part-

ners so that wherever people go in the world

they will be able to hail a London Taxi.

The website at www.london-taxis.com lets vis-

itors download images and brochures or read

the latest press releases. Visitors to the site

can connect to their local operator or apply to

become an operator in just a few clicks.

The site is lively and easy to navigate and will

soon include video, more press stories, and

news of all the latest launches of The London

Taxi Service.



UNDER THE Airports Act 1986, the

Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is

responsible for the economic 

regulation of Heathrow Airport.

One of the CAA’s statutory duties,

is to ensure that all passenger

transport services at Heathrow

including the licensed taxi service

are of the highest possible 

standard. 

The CAA also has a definitive say in

charges and commissions paid to

BAA by every business operating on

the airport. In 2003, after consulta-

tions with the taxi trade, the CAA

compelled BAA to produce the first

ever set of written terms and condi-

tions covering the use of the

Heathrow Taxi System. At the same

time, the CAA also compelled BAA to

produce a document covering HALT’s

taxi desk contract with BAA. The taxi

trade was issued with copies of

HALT’s contract with BAA, but to date

BAA has steadfastly refused to pro-

vide a copy of the contract between

BAA and the new company HALTS.

BAA’s refusal to disclose details of

financial deals struck with Colin

Evans and Co. is no trivial matter. It is

a fact that all drivers who use the

Heathrow Taxi System have no

choice other than to fund all the new

businesses that HALTS directors cre-

ate for themselves. We only have to

look at the small print on the pink

voucher jobs and now the blue vouch-

er jobs to see just how many mini-

companies are trying to live off the

Taxi System. 

Another important matter the LCDC

is working hard on, relates to the

terms and conditions for drivers work-

ing at Heathrow. The only available

written rules are in a document that’s

now six years old and quite obviously

the rules of the Taxi System have rad-

ically changed since they were last

agreed with the trade. When a driver

pays BAA £6.30 at the entrance to

the taxi feeder park, BAA is arguing

that there is no legal right under fair

trading laws for drivers to have details

of where their money is going or how

it is being used. This seems to be yet

another contentious drivers’ rights

issue that BAA wants brushed under

the carpet. 

The CAA 

and HALT(S) 
In response to lengthy enquiries

from the LCDC, the CAA has finally

confirmed that the funding rules for

the original HALT cooperative autho-

rised by the CAA in 2003 cannot be

interpreted in 2010 as providing BAA

with permission to force drivers to

fund private company HALTS. The

rules on funding for private company

HALTS are not rules that have been

authorised by the CAA. This isn’t a

re-run of the old argument over fund-

ing for the HALT cooperative. This is

an entirely new issue over compulso-

ry funding for a private company,

whose directors are exploiting the

monopoly of access they have creat-

ed between themselves and BAA’s

inexperienced managers of the Taxi

System. As matters stand, BAA has

been persuaded to give the directors

of HALTS (Colin Evans & Co), a 12.5

% share of the gate money. But there

is a real possibility that BAA will be

ordered to stop funding HALTS

through the gate money, as soon as

all the facts on HALTS can be docu-

mented and presented to the CAA.

BAA has been caught off guard by

the LCDC’s submissions to the CAA,

but instead of offering explanations as

to how drivers’ money has found its

way to HALTS, BAA is claiming that

its business with HALTS is a private

and confidential matter. Nevertheless,

whatever time it takes, eventually

BAA is going to have to answer ques-

tions about funding for HALTS. Right

now the biggest question for BAA is,

what would happen to drivers’ credit

card money locked into HALTS’s new

blue voucher scheme, if the plug were

to get pulled on the company’s

£400,000 annual share of the gate

money ? Another relevant question is,

why are HALTS’s credit card services

and schemes, dependent on a sub-

sidy from the gate money, when all

other credit card service providers

have to be self-sufficient ? 

LCDC warns 

HALT ‘executives’
All well-informed Heathrow drivers

are aware that executives of the

HALT cooperative are moonlighting

as directors of private company

HALTS. Although HALT executives

engage in meticulous preparation of

their expenses chits, every year with-

out fail they forget to meet their legal

obligation to make the HALT coopera-

tive’s annual accounts available.

Following complaints from concerned

LCDC members at Heathrow (‘trouble

makers’), LCDC chairman Grant

Davis has written to HALT executives

and made it plain to them, that they

won’t get away with ignoring requests

for copies of the accounts. Despite

the birth of private company HALTS,

the original HALT entity is still trading

in 2010 and was trading throughout

2009. It will be interesting to see if

HALT’s latest accounts throw light on

the £6,000 per week that’s being

spent on manning the taxi information

desks. The LCDC appreciates that

HALTS’s new blue voucher scheme is

using up a lot of time and energy, (a

more fitting name would be ‘blue

voucher plot’), but questions about

HALT cooperative’s unavailable

accounts aren’t going to be dropped.

Under Industrial and Provident

Society law copies of the latest

accounts have to be made available

to all ‘interested persons’ as well as

members of the society. LCDC chair-

man Grant Davis has given HALT

executives a final warning that their

creation of private company HALTS,

will not divert the LCDC away from

doing whatever needs to be done to

obtain copies of the HALT co-opera-

tive’s accounts. 

M4 Bus Lane and

Napoleonic Wars
Danny Freeman, the official

spokesman for Unite’s Heathrow

branch has written a ‘really interest-

ing’ article in Cab Trade News about

the state of the world’s money mar-

kets. Apparently our massive national

debt is nothing to worry about

because it’s been with us since the

Napoleonic wars. The CTN article

bangs on about the wisdom of

Keynesian economic theory, which as

all CTN readers know is founded on

the principle that government inter-

vention is indispensable to a modern

nation’s industrial growth. Well, our

government’s just intervened over the

M4 bus lane and in doing so has seri-

ously damaged the growth prospects

of all the transport businesses that

rely on a smooth passage along the

bus lane. So much for government

intervention ! ! Strangely, Danny

Freeman says nothing critical in CTN

about funding for HALTS’s new blue

voucher scheme or the whereabouts

of the HALT cooperative’s missing

accounts. It looks as if Unite

Heathrow has taken a vow of silence

over these important issues. It could-

n’t be because HALT executives and

HALTS directors are all Unite mem-

bers, could it ? 

More on M4 Bus Lane 
The London taxi trade organisations

can’t be expected to stand alone in a

campaign for the retention of the M4

bus lane. The big bus companies

such as National Express and London

Transport, together with the smaller

companies that do the airline crew

transfers, should all be campaigning

for the Department for Transport to

change its mind. Before BAA was

finally refused permission to build a

third Heathrow runway, it demonstrat-

ed its tremendous powers, by plan-

ning to scrape the village of Sipson

off the face of the earth. Surely, if

BAA can muster the power to ‘move

mountains’ then keeping the M4 bus

lane in place shouldn’t pose too much

of a problem. Right now BAA isn’t

saying much, but is probably working

out whether it would gain or lose air-

line passengers due to the congestion

on the motorway to town. The number

of HEX passengers would undoubted-

ly increase, but it’s unlikely that the

Paddington end of the HEX journey

could cope with increased passenger

volumes and organising the long

queues of passengers trying to load

into cabs. Quite possibly, the loss of

the M4 bus lane will simply add to the

long list of reasons that makes many

travellers dread the thought of using

Heathrow Airport. 

Yellow Badges at Heathrow 
NSL’s feeder park computer is able

to flag up the licence numbers of yel-

low badges who try and sneak into

the Taxi System and onto the

Heathrow ranks. Without probing into

legislation that keeps yellow badges

out of Heathrow, the most disturbing

revelation is that some of the impos-

tors have been caught with badges,

bills and tags that don’t belong to

them. These idiots are petty criminals

and TfL should see to it that the full

force of the law is used against them.

Discussions are now being held with-

in the trade to see if widespread sup-

port can be found for a new rule com-

pelling all London taxi drivers to carry

photo-card identifiers. 
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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SINCE WESTMINSTER council

switched their parking enforcement

cameras back on they have been

milking us around the clock making

up for lost time. Not only are we

getting penalized for stopping for

food or a toilet break it now seems

we are not allowed to stop at cash-

points for no longer than two min-

utes.

As CEO camera enforcement offi-

cers are lying in wait to start film-

ing as soon as we pull up to allow

our customers to get money out to

pay you at the end of the journey. I

recently wrote to Westminster to

see if this was a oversight by

CEO's as we are not parking but

just stopping the reply I got was "I

can confirm that the City Council

follows the Traffic Management Act

(TMA) 2004 legislation with regard

to taxis stopping and waiting on

double yellow lines.  Penalty

Charge Notices will be issued if or

when taxi drivers stop and wait for

passengers, unless there is com-

pelling mitigating factors.  A pas-

senger going to a cashline machine

whilst the taxi driver has stopped

his vehicle is not a mitigating fac-

tor"

So TFL allow us to stop on red

routes but WCC will not show any

common sense when issuing PCNs

at cashpoints in fact if you stop

don't even chat to your passenger

as the cameras are rolling and if

the customer hasn't alighted after

two minutes they will issue just for

you talking. Its make a mockery of

the whole system when we see

TOUTS parked up every night and

they seem to go unpunished, WCC

are even struggling to enforce our

ranks when vehicles are parked on

them. So it seems WCC are saying

that we can't pick up people now if

they have to use a cashpoint on the

journey home if we feel they might

be a bit worse for wear and might

take more than two minutes, do we

now say no and leave these people

to the touts. We will be seeking a

policy change from Westminster

regarding all these issues but in

the mean time let's see some com-

mon sense. So are these cameras

being used for any sort of street

crime?  The answer is no, the only

people being mugged on these

cameras are US. So next time you

pull up take a good look up to see

if there are any cameras watching

you if there are not keep looking up

as you are at risk of getting

crapped on from a great height.      

Alan’s Angle

AT FIRST glance it looks like a big

blob next to one of the capital’s

most elegant landmarks. 

Seen from the back, it comes

close to resembling the architect’s

inspiration: a US stealth bomber.

But regardless of what it looks like,

it now seems we the Taxi trade will

be the big losers once again

because the City of London have

kept the rank on Cheapside but

have not appointed a new rank next

to the main entrance on New

Change. I have spoken to the COL

and there attitude is they won’t

appoint a rank they would rather

wait and see what happens lets

hope they don’t wait to late as PH

will be swarming all over this place.

The City of London no longer

attend ranks meetings and seem to

be happy with touts outside most

late night venues in the square mile,

we at the LCDC just feel that the

City of London Police are losing

control or just not interested in 

protecting the travelling pub.

Westminster’s cash cows

No change at new change

Westminster
FROM THE 22nd November

Marleybone lane will be

closed off from Oxford

Street for 6 years and the

west side of Hanover Sq

will be shut off diverting us

around the Sq the wrong

way.

Also winter wonderland will

be opening on the 17th in

Hyde Park and a rank will be

in operation.

City Of London
THIS MIGHT be old news to

some but Carter Lane has

been pedestrianised from

8am to 6pm as I found out

to my cost last week.
And also please refrain from

doing a u turn in Aldersgate

Street please pull into Fann St

first as drivers are now getting

caught doing u turns.

Upcoming

road closures

and PCN's
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Ricky Waller

LCDC youngest 

member

SAT NAVS

I would like to start this

week’s article by asking a

question. Is it detrimental to

our trade for Green badge

drivers to have sat nav

devices stuck to their wind-

screens? If your answer is no,

then I would make the logical

assertion that you currently

have a sat nav mounted on

your windscreen.
I ask this question because one of

the most often repeated criticisms

levelled at the knowledge is why

candidates still have to study for 3

years plus when we have the tech-

nology available to navigate roads

for us? My colleagues and I have

all come up with several different

reasons but the central message

remains the same. The knowledge

is more than just learning all the

streets in London. You need to

absorb all roads and points of

interest, learn the rat runs and dif-

ferent routes used at different

times of the day, whilst providing a

world class service and thus ensur-

ing you take the extra steps neces-

sary to make sure your passenger

gets to the their destination safely

and on time. Maintaining the high

level of service we provide is what

sets us apart from the rest of the

competition in London and all other

major cities worldwide. Something

we should all be proud of.  

So with that in mind I regard the

overuse of a sat nav as fundamen-

tally against all we have studied for

and a step in the wrong direction. If

we constantly use a sat nav what

makes us any different from a mini

cab driver who enters a post code

at the start of his /her journey? It

would seem there is very little dif-

ference apart from the vehicle we

drive. Many of the drivers working

today managed for years before

this device was ever invented.

They relied on the knowledge and

the tricks of the trade, encouraging

the passenger to give them more

information about their destination

with subtle questions or if they

were truly bamboozled they

referred to the trusted  A-Z on the

lap. 

If we let customers constantly wit-

ness us idly punching in the street

names or postcodes it takes some

of our magic away. A choice is

made by the passenger every time

they chose to set foot in your cab.

They have not just chosen to be

ferried from A to B but to pay for

our London expertise. How dis-

heartening is it for a customer to

hear a driver retort “I don’t know

where that is“or “hold on a minute I

will just check the sat nav“?

Situations such as this potentially

damage the reputation of our trade

making us less appreciated as a

result and worse still stop us from

appearing any different to our hap-

less competition.

Undoubtedly fast paced technolo-

gy has forced a change in the way

we all communicate. The ability to

get instant answers to everything

has seen our patience dwindle and

consequently impatience and lazi-

ness are more commonplace than

ever before. When you pair this

with a look after number one atti-

tude which unfortunately seems to

be on the increase amongst drivers

it is not surprising that many

decide to take the easy option

instead of using what we have all

committed to memory. The knowl-

edge needs constant exercising,

stretching and testing because it

will not stay with you forever with-

out a daily workout. Trying to pull

that street or point of your own

accord without using an aid is still

as rewarding as it was ever was. 

That said though I am not sug-

gesting that we are superhuman

and can remember every single

road street or point that is ever

asked of us. We all need jogging

from time to time. Nor am I sug-

gesting that sat navs should never

be used, all technology should be

embraced and used when appro-

priate. Sat navs have a time and a

place. Work that takes you out of

the Metropolitan zone and work

from the airports (Heathrow) is to

my mind an acceptable time to use

one and would not give any oppor-

tunity for us to be judged by our all

important customers and the

knowledge snipers. It’s the con-

stant use of the sat nav for bread

and butter work in London is when

they should be banished from our

dash boards. 

Perhaps this is not a big issue for

current drivers and maybe cus-

tomers don’t really care about how

they get to their destination. But for

our pride and the future of our

trade we should up our game use

a little discretion and ensure that

the principles engendered by the

knowledge and our reputation for

excellence are as strong as they

have ever been.
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View of a ‘butter boy’
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Choice What Choice?
WELL WHAT choice will we

have at the next Mayoral elec-

tions, do we keep Barking Boris

or get Livingstone back that

seems to be the only choice

because at the moment all the

Liberal Democrats can come up

with is that great wit, stand up

comic and  ex MP is Lembit

Opik!!

So, we’ve got Livingstone or

Johnson. Remember Livingstone

described the cab trade as a white

working class male cartel and

wasted thousands trying to get

women and ethic minorities in to

the cab trade, it failed miserably,

you do the knowledge because

you want to not because someone

else wants you to. It’s the same

Livingstone who recently backed

the Billingsgate Fish Porters in their

fight against the Corporation of

London plans to change their work-

ing conditions and open the job

market to everyone. Livingstone

said it was a London Institution (not

too many women or ethnic minori-

ties in that photo shoot with Ken).

Last week Johnson’s latest rant at

the cab trade was that he was fed

up with sitting behind cabs belch-

ing out fumes. He knows full well

that we don’t choose our engines –

he does, or his predecessor or

their underlings.

When a cab comes out of the

showroom it’s legal, we have no

choice of engine or input in to what

we get. We drive what we are

given or take it or leave it. So,

there you have it they pick the

engine we get the blame they

move the goal posts we get the

blame.

Not much choice there when you

listen to these characters  going on

about congestion or pollution you’d

think the motorists were responsi-

ble for the phasing of traffic lights,

street closures, the widening of

pavements, or the ring of steel.

The powers that be cause the con-

gestion and congestion causes the

pollution. Motor hating traffic plan-

ners cause the pollution not us. 

So how do we sort this out then -

Stephen Fry is always busy and

Harry Hill has got no patience he’d

just shout FIGHT; times running

out let’s take a leaf out of Harry’s

book.

Remember Education!

Education! Education! 

-  Let’s try

Demonstration!

Demonstration!

Demonstration!

Member’s letters

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

Are you a TAXI DRIVER?
Do you have an amusing story or anecdote to tell (preferably true even if exaggerated)?

What about celebrities you have had in your cab? 
Any thing interesting to tell about them? Roy Granville is putting a lecture together about the trade and would welcome anything you would like to tell him.

You can reach him on 0208 561 3133 or leave your number and he will contact you.



Hi Readers,

The flat season has now finished

and we kick off in to the new

jumping season with five of The

Marksman’s best in the month’s

five to follow edition. The follow-

ing five horses were selected for

you to follow through the season,

hopefully ending up with strong

profits.

Horse 1

“HURRICANE FLY”
- a 6 year old gelding trained by

Willie Mullins. This horse has been

unlucky over the past two seasons

with a few small setbacks which

have disrupted things, causing him

to miss the Cheltenham Festival for

the past two years. He did however

return towards the end of last sea-

son to win the Irish championship

hurdle at Punchestown. Can win

plenty of races this year and, if

arriving fit and well for this year’s

championship hurdle at

Cheltenham, will be very hard to

beat.

Current odds: 5/1

Horse 2

“MIKAEL D’HAGUENET”
– a 6 year old gelding trained by

Willie Mullins. This was an out-

standing novice hurdler two sea-

sons’ back and a multiple group one

winner. However, he missed all of

last season through injury, but my

sources tell me that this season he

will go novice chasing and has

schooled very well. All being well,

he will line up in the RSA Novice

Chase at Cheltenham. Should that

be the case, he could arrive there a

very hot favourite. 

Current odds: 12/1

Horse 3

“PEDDLERS CROSS” 
– a 5 year old gelding trained by

Donald McCain. Unbeaten in all five

starts last season and just kept

improving. An impressive winner at

the Cheltenham Festival, he then

went on to win even more impres-

sively at Aintree’s Grant National

meeting. A very versatile horse from

2 – 3 miles, so could go for the

champion hurdle or world hurdle at

Cheltenham. Still on the upgrade,

so should prove profitable to follow

this season.

Horse 4 

“TRICKY TRICKSTER” 
– 7 year old gelding trained by

Paul Nicholls. Was unsuccessful in

last year’s Grand National, but is a

really talented horse over long dis-

tances, and is seen to better effect

when the ground is soft. Could start

off at Cheltenham’s first meeting in

November, the Becker Chase at

Aintree or the Hennessey at

Newbury. He will then be aimed at

races like the Welsh and Midland

nationals. I know the owner Chris

Giles would love to see him run in

the Scottish Grand National at Ayr

at the end of the season.

Horse 5 

“COOLDINE”
– 8 year old gelding trained by

Willie Mullins. I’ve saved the best

for last. Last season, the ball just

didn’t seem to bounce his way. He

only ran four times without success.

However, the season before he was

a very impressive winner of the

RSA Chase at Cheltenham. He IS a

horse who improves with each run

and I know connections are keen to

kick on with him this season. Trust

me, this is a horse of high talent

and ability, and if all goes to plan,

he will line up in the Cheltenham

Gold Cup, and I believe he will win

it (don’t say you weren’t told!). 

Current Odds: 25/1

Anyway, have a successful punting

this jumper season, and remember,

don’t give too much money to those

awful bookie chappies! Be lucky!
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WE HAVE already witnessed

one huge fight this year in

Manny Pacquiao’s triumph over

Joshua Clottey, but David

Haye’s clash with John Ruiz on

Saturday is the first of a host of

big fights 

featuring British boxers.
The weekend’s bout from the MEN

Arena in Manchester will be Haye’s

first defence of the WBA World

Heavyweight Championship.

Then, Carl Froch, Amir Khan, Kevin

Mitchell and Audley Harrison will all

be in action over the course of the

next month.

Floyd Joy Mayweather, Jr. could

also potentially set up a super fight

with Pacquiao later in the year if he

is able to beat Shane Mosley in Las

Vegas on May 1.

Then there is the return of former

heavyweight Champion Evander

Holyfield on April 10, and the will-he-

won’t-he question still hangs over

Ricky Hatton on the issue of him

hanging up his gloves.

David Haye is the British boxing

fairytale. He’s making millions and

promoting his fight, but Ruiz is bril-

liant. Haye will get a Klitschko in the

ring and he will give it a go and make

a lot of money.

For Amir Khan, Paulie is an ideal

opponent. He brings a big mouth, a

good name and not a lot of danger.

Amir needs to look terrific to help

build the following.

Kevin Mitchell’s is a dream fight at

his dream location. A boyhood

Hammer fan in ring at Upton Park —

that’s a fantasy. He can beat Katsidis

with the same brain he used to beat

Prescott. It will be a stunning night.

As for Carl Froch, this will be, by

Carl’s own admission, a very, very

hard night. Kessler is desperate to

make up the ground he lost in the

ring with Ward. This will be such an

intense and fantastic fight. Carl can

win and I just hope that he gets full

credit for it.

And Audley Harrison. It’s the last

time for the last time. Big Aud still

attracts fans and viewers and that is

something that we should never for-

get. He can beat Sprott and then he

will get in a short line for a world title

fight — he is as deserving as the

recent list of American jokers.

A single man who puts £40′s worth

of cocaine up his nose is somehow

judged the worst offender! It is mad-

ness.

A couple of weeks back we saw

Pacquiao beat Clottey, and on May

1 Mayweather takes on Mosley. If

Mayweather wins do you think we

will see the anticipated bout

between Pacquiao and

Mayweather?

Yes, yes and yes. Too much money

not to make it happen. However, it

has been sullied, it’s a bit dirty now

and it will be an ugly fight to watch.

With Sky pulling out of showing

the next Amir Khan fight, and ITV

seemingly winning the rights to

show the bout, do you think a

World Championship fight from

Madison Square Garden live on

terrestrial television will be good

for the sport? 

Sky are not fully out, as far as I

know, and ITV are not fully in, as far

as I know. It would be great to have

a fight like this on regular TV.

However, there is not enough money

in normal TV to make it permanent.

Also, it’s in the MSG’s Felt Forum

and not the main temple.

What do you make of tournaments

such as Prizefighter and The

Super Six World Boxing Classic? 

I love both. Super Six is a saviour

and it’s a disgrace that newspapers

in the UK have not done their bit to

keep it in the public eye. We’ve had

great fights and there are more to

come. Prizefighter is still fantastic

when it is bad!

What are your thoughts on Mikkel

Kessler getting a title fight against

Carl Froch despite losing his title

in his previous bout, could this be

seen as a fault with the Super Six

tournament? 

Kessler is a great challenger in the

grand scheme of things – it’s a plus

with the Super Six because it means

that Froch has to fight a fresh former

champion instead of a bum like so

many British world champions did in

the dark old days. Froch’s four-world

title fights form the greatest consecu-

tive sequence of world title fights by

any British boxer. That is a fact, trust

me. He is a national treasure for his

honesty in the ring and Mick

Hennessy deserves a gong from the

Palace for his contribution to sport!

Evander Holyfield is going to be

making his return to the ring on

April 10, how do you think

Holyfield will cope on his return? 

He will roll and rock and possibly

win and could fight Haye later this

year. Or, Hopkins. Or, Tyson. All

freak fights, but that is the way the

business works!

With Holyfield making a return do

you think Ricky Hatton will come

back to fight again? 

Hatton will not fight again. He wants

to fight, but he will be told not to.

Who are some up and coming

British boxers we should be look-

ing out for in the years to come? 

Bradley Saunders and all the

unbeaten little gang. Frankie Gavin is

a genius, trust me.

It was recently revealed that since

retiring from the ring, Joe

Calzaghe has been using cocaine.

Do you think that with a lot of

high-profile fights coming up this

could tarnish the sport? 

No, no and no. This is 2010.

Everybody needs to grow up. A man

can gamble away the family house,

cheat on his wife and kids, drink and

batter his wife, but in our madly

judgemental world a single man who

puts £40′s worth of cocaine up his

nose is somehow judged the worst

offender! It is madness. This does

nothing to harm the sport — howev-

er, be prepared for some people to

claim that it does!

Steve Bunce Q&A: ‘Haye is 
the British boxing fairytale’
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café DAVE’S
CAB

RENTALS

07817458565

ALL TX4’s

full back up, reliable
Great deals for LCDC members!

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of LONDON CAB DRIVERS LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Leroy Reid & Co is a firm of  Chartered Certified Accountants and
Registered Auditors established on 1st April 1982 providing Taxation,
Audit and Bookkeeping and Accountancy Services to the Licensed
London Taxi Drivers, small and medium size businesses and charities.
We are committed to putting your interests first, hence our Mission
Statement:

"We work to a standard and not a price"
COST OF SERVICE
Our charges for the following services are £255.00 + VAT.

FEATURES OF THE SERVICE
w Free consultation.
w Preparation of  Accounts.
w Completion of  Self  Assessment Tax Return.
w Submission of  completed Tax Return.
w Letters to Building Societies and Banks.
w Confirmation letter regarding Loss of  Earnings.

We also have trained staff  and associates specialising in all aspects of
the tax system who will be able to efficiently and effectively deal with all
tax issues and Inland Revenue investigations related to the Licensed
London Taxi Driver.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if  you require any further information.

299 Northborough Road, Norbury, London SW16 4TR
Tel: 020 8764 6675 / 020 8679 4226
Email: leroy@leroyreid.co.uk

LEROY REID & CO 
Chartered Certified Accountants 
and Registered Auditors

OFFICE HOURS

Club Office hours are between 10:00am and 5:30pm

each day Monday through Friday.

You can call in to discuss Sickness and Accident Insurance and 

Membership Enquiries, or any complaints and/or summonses incurred 

whilst driving your taxi at work.

You may also telephone for an appointment to speak with an 

Officer of the Club on any of the above matters in the strictest of confidence.

Call 0207 394 5553
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n FREE QUOTES

n 24 HR CALL OUT

n FULL HEATING SYSTEMS

n BOILER BREAKDOWNS

27 Kingsley Lane

Benfleet

Essex

Gary Mobile: 07886441794

Rob Mobile: 07515564802

10% DISCOUNT FOR LCDC MEMBERS

C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

aOverhauls
aServicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

FENARY LTD
Plumbing, Heating & Gas Specialists

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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